Modelling growth variability in longline mussel farms as a function of stocking density and farm design
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A B S T R A C T

Mussels (Mytilus edulis) are commonly cultivated on artificial structures like rafts, poles or longlines to facilitate farming operations. Farm structures and dense mussel populations may result in water flow reduction and seston depletion and thus reduced individual mussel growth and spatial growth variability inside a farm. One of the challenges in mussel farming is thus to scale and configure farms in order to optimise total mussel production and individual mussel quality under different environmental regimes. Here we present a spatially resolved model for simulation of flow reduction, seston depletion and individual mussel growth inside a longline farm based on information about farm configuration (spacing between longlines, farm length and stocking density) and background environmental conditions (current speed, seston concentration and temperature). The model simulations are forced by environmental data from two fjords in south-western Norway and the farm configurations are defined within operational ranges.

The simulations demonstrate spatial growth patterns at longlines under environmental settings and farm configurations where flow reduction and seston depletion have significant impacts on individual mussel growth. Longline spacing has a strong impact on the spatial distribution of individual growth, and the spacing is characterised by a threshold value. Below the threshold growth reduction and spatial growth variability increase rapidly as a consequence of reduced water flow and seston supply rate, but increased filtration due to higher mussel densities also contributes to the growth reduction. The spacing threshold is moderated by other farm configuration factors and environmental conditions. Comparisons with seston depletion reported from other farm sites show that the model simulations are within observed ranges. A demonstration is provided on how the model can guide farm configuration with the aim of optimising total farm biomass and individual mussel quality (shell length, flesh mass, spatial flesh mass variability) under different environmental settings.

The model has a potential as a decision support tool in mussel farm management and will be incorporated into a GIS-based toolbox for spatial aquaculture planning and management.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mussels (Mytilus edulis) are commonly cultivated on artificial structures like rafts, poles or longlines to facilitate farming operations. The production potential of a mussel farm is defined by the environmental background conditions, whilst the realised production depends on how the farm is scaled and configured with respect to the environmental factors.

Longline farms are relatively simple constructions comprised by two or more parallel lines at the sea surface to which a series of vertically oriented ropes (or loops from a single rope) are attached (Fig. 1). The vertical ropes provide settling and grow out substrate to the mussels. The stocking density per longline is given by the number of mussels per metre rope, the frequency of ropes per longline and the depth of the ropes. The longlines are usually oriented parallel to the dominating current directions so that water can flow through the channels delimited by the longlines and the vertical ropes (Fig. 1). Due to friction with farm structures and filtration by the mussels both water flow and seston concentrations decrease downstream of the flow direction (Aure et al., 2007). Flow reduction (Blanco et al., 1996; Boyd and Heasman, 1998; Heasman et al., 1998; Petersen et al., 2008; Pilditch et al., 2001; Stevens et al., 2008) and seston depletion (Karayucel and Karayucel, 1998; Heasman et al., 1998; Petersen et al., 2008; Pilditch et al., 2001; Stevens et al., 2008) have been observed in both rafts and longline systems. Persistent spatial differences in food supply will likely be reflected as spatial differences in mussel growth (Aure et al., 2007; Strohmeier et al., 2005; Strohmeier et al., 2008).

Current speed, current direction and seston concentration are key environmental factors to which a mussel farm should be configured. Variables like the length of longlines, the spacing between longlines...
carrying capacity Inglis et al. (2000) should include e.g. thresholds for the size and condition of mussels and the spatial variability of these. Modelling optimal farm configuration based on these criteria requires models which integrate growth and energetics at the scale of individual mussels with processes at the farm scale, like the spatial distribution of water flow and food concentrations.

This paper focuses on the production capacity of longline mussel farms and presents a dynamic model able to assess new criteria related to spatial distribution of mussel size and condition inside a longline farm as a function of farm configuration and environmental background conditions. The model combines an existing model for simulation of water flow reduction (Aure et al., 2007) and seston depletion inside longline farms (Aure, unpublished) with a Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) model for blue mussels (Rosland et al., 2009). The model for water flow and seston depletion has been validated on data from farms in Western Norway (Aure, unpublished), whilst the DEB model has been validated on mussel growth data from sites in Western and Southern Norway (Rosland et al., 2009).

The main objectives are: 1) demonstrate the model and its application to longline farms, 2) simulate seston depletion inside a longline farm and assess the sensitivity of individual mussel growth and spatial growth variability to farm configuration and background environmental conditions, and 3) provide guidelines for farm configuration based on production criteria like shell length, flesh weight, and spatial variability in shell length and weight.

2. Materials and methods

The farm model presented here combines two existing models: 1) a steady-state model for water flow reduction (Aure et al., 2007) and seston depletion (Aure, unpublished) in longline farms, and 2) a DEB model for individual blue mussels (Rosland et al., 2009) based on DEB theory (Kooijman, 1986, 2000) and previously developed models for oysters (Pouvreau et al., 2006) and mussels (van der Veer et al., 2006). A further description of the model for flow reduction and seston depletion is provided in Aure et al. (2007) and in the Annex, whilst a further description and background of the DEB model can be found in Rosland et al. (2009). The following text will focus on the equations describing the coupling of the two models.

2.1. The model

The concept of the model is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the physical properties are identical along the longline corridors, that water flows parallel to the longlines, and that the friction with farm structures gradually reduces the current speeds downstream of the flow direction (Annex). It is assumed that the combination of reduced water flow and seston filtration along the longlines produces a decreasing seston concentration gradient in the flow direction.

The longline is divided into a number (N) of equal segments of length $B_l$, which together with the spacing of longlines ($B_w$) and depth of the ropes ($B_h$) confine a set of N boxes with fixed volumes ($B_h$) along the longlines (Fig. 1). The current velocity at the exit of box n can be calculated as:

$$v_{n+1} = v_1 \left( 1 - \frac{f_k B_h}{f_k B_w} \right)^n$$

(1)

where $f_k$ is the friction coefficient and $v_1$ is the background current velocity (i.e. at the entry of the box). Seston concentration $S_{n+1}$ (mg m$^{-3}$) at the exit of box n results from the mass balance between inflow, outflow and filtration by mussel (Fig. 1). We write:

$$S_{n+1} = S_n (B_h (v_n + v_{n+1}) - F_n) / (B_h (v_n + v_{n+1}) + F_n)$$

(2)
where $B_n$ is the area of the box opening ($B_n = B_w B_h$), $V_n$ and $V_{n+1}$ are the current speeds at the entrance and exit of box $n$, respectively, and $F_n$ is the total clearance rate in box $n$. $F_n$ is related to the box volume $B_v$ (m$^3$), individual clearance rate $C_i$ (m$^3$ d$^{-1}$ ind$^{-1}$) and the density of mussels $M_n$ (ind m$^{-3}$) in box $n$ by:

$$F_n = B_v C_i M_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Eqs. 1–2 describe the discrete steady-state model for seston depletion caused by water flow reduction and seston filtration.

The model for flow reduction and seston depletion is coupled with the DEB model for mussel growth at the term for total clearance rate ($F_n$). In the coupled model this term is calculated from the food ingestion rate $\dot{p}_X$ (J d$^{-1}$) in the DEB model:

$$\dot{p}_X = \{\dot{p}_{km}\} f V^{2/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\{\dot{p}_{km}\}$ is the maximum ingestion rate per surface area (J cm$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$) of individual mussels, $f$ is the scaled functional response moderating feeding rate to ambient seston concentration $S$, and $V$ is the structural body volume of a mussel. The functional response is calculated by a Michaelis–Menten function with $S_C$ (Table 1) as the half-saturation coefficient (mg chl a m$^{-3}$):

$$f = \frac{S}{S + S_C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The individual clearance rate (m$^3$ d$^{-1}$ ind$^{-1}$) is calculated from the ingestion rate by:

$$C_i = \frac{\dot{p}_X k_f}{S + S_C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $k_f$ is a conversion factor from Joule to chlorophyll a (chl a) ($k_f = 4.2 \times 10^{-4}$ mg chl a J$^{-1}$). $k_i$ is the inverse product of the energy per unit Carbon in phytoplankton (11.4 Cal mg$^{-1}$ Carbon) from Platt and Irwin (1973), the Carbon:chl a ratio (50:1) in phytoplankton and the ratio between Calories and Joule (4.19 J Cal$^{-1}$).

The DEB model calculates growth over a series of discrete time intervals where the sequence produces a dynamic growth trajectory for the mussels. Within this period it is assumed that water flow and seston filtration reach steady-state. To ensure the validity of this assumption the duration of the time interval was set to 1 day, which is larger than the flow through time in the farm. The calculation of ingestion rate (Eq. 4) during a time interval is based on the seston concentration ($S$) in a box at the beginning of the time interval, whilst seston concentrations are updated each time interval (Eq. 2) based on the total clearance rate calculated in Eq. 3.

The energy ingested by the mussels (Eq. 4) first enters a reserve compartment from which it is allocated to structural and reproductive growths according to the kappa rule (Kooijman, 2000). All processes are regulated by ambient water temperature according to the Arrhenius function.

2.2. Environmental data

The datasets used to force the model are based on data from Hardangerfjord and Lysefjord, which are both located in the western part of southern Norway. Hardangerfjord (60°6’N, 6°0’E) is 179 km long and has a maximum depth of 800 m, whereas Lysefjord (59°0’N, 6°16’E) is about 40 km long and 400 m deep. The dataset from Lysefjord was applied to demonstrate the coupled farm model with reference to previous studies of flow reduction (Aure et al., 2007) and seston depletion (Aure, unpublished) and observations of spatial growth patterns in farms from this fjord (Strohmeier et al., 2005). The dataset from Hardangerfjord was applied to demonstrate the effects of seasonal and spatial differences in environmental factors inside a representative fjord of Norway.

2.2.1. The Lysefjord dataset

This dataset provides similar values to those applied in Aure (unpublished) and Aure et al. (2007) with constant values for chl a (1.4 mg m$^{-2}$), current velocity (6 cm s$^{-1}$) and water temperatures (10.7 °C). The values are based on data presented in Strohmeier et al. (2005) and a further description of the data collection programme and methods can be found there.

2.2.2. The Hardangerfjord dataset

This dataset provides seasonal values for chl a, current velocity and temperatures. The environmental data were collected during the years 2007–2008 (Husa et al., 2010) at cross sections from the head to the mouth of the fjord. The data include water temperatures and chl a which were simultaneously measured using a CTD-probe (SAIV SD204, http://www.saivas.no). Fluorescence units were converted to chl a concentration using a calibration obtained from the analysis of water samples and according to the equation: mg chl a m$^{-3}$ = (0.84 fluorescence) − 0.12; ($r^2 = 0.93$, $n = 33$). Samples were taken every month, but not at all the stations every time. Linear interpolation between observation dates was applied to create a dataset with daily resolution. Current velocities were measured by Aanderaa Instruments Doppler current sensors 4100 (http://www.aadi.no). Currents were recorded every hour at 11 metre depth on the two stations (http://tals.nodc.no:8080/observasjonsboyte/) for approximately half a year each, and the data series were repeated in the model data setup to cover a full year.

In order to test the farm model within the observed ranges of chl a and currents in the Hardangerfjord we established two data sets based on the outer ranges of chl a and current speeds, whilst the temperature is based on the monthly averages between all stations:

2.2.2.1. Hardanger HIGH

This dataset is composed of the maximum chl a concentrations observed amongst the fjord stations each month, and the current dataset with the largest velocity amplitudes (Fig. 2). The temperature is composed of the average value of all stations for each month.

2.2.2.2. Hardanger LOW

This dataset is composed of the minimum chl a concentrations observed amongst the fjord stations each month, and the current dataset with the least velocity amplitudes (Fig. 2). The temperature is composed of the average value of all stations for each month.

Table 1

The standard parameter settings of the farm model and half saturation and maximum ingestion rate of the DEB mussel growth model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farm model parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{box}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of modelled sections along farm length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_h$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Vertical extension of stocking lines (hanging from longlines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_l$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Length of box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_w$</td>
<td>[1–10]</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Width of box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_w$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>Friction coefficient between water and farm structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{mussel}$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>ind m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>Mussel density at the longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{init}$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>Initial mussel flesh dry weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{init}$</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>Initial shell length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mussel model parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_C$</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>mg chl a m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>Half saturation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${\dot{p}_{km}}$</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>J cm$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Maximum food ingestion rate by mussels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3. The simulations

Unless specified, all the simulations are based on the standard farm parameters listed in Table 1. The friction coefficient $f_K$ of 0.02 was based on data from the farm in Lysefjord (Aure et al., 2007; Strohmeier et al., 2005), and has been further validated by measurements inside several farms giving a strong relationship between observed and estimated current speed ($f_K = 0.02$) ($n = 13$, $r^2 = 0.9$) (Aure, unpublished). The stocking density at the longline is defined by the parameter numbermussel (Table 1). It has the unit ind m$^{-2}$ and refers to the number of mussels per square metre which are confined by the longlines and the vertical ropes (Fig. 1). A mussel density of 500 ind m$^{-2}$ vertical rope and a distance of 0.5 m per rope attached to the longlines would thus be equivalent to a longline stocking density of 1000 ind m$^{-2}$. Stocking density at the longlines is fixed by the stocking parameter, which means that the mussel density (ind m$^{-3}$) varies inversely proportional to the spacing between longlines.

This paper presents the results from four simulation setups:

1. Background current directions and longline spacing: These simulations are forced by the Lysefjord dataset and demonstrate the spatial patterns of water flow, chl $\alpha$ concentrations and mussel flesh mass inside a farm resulting from different combinations of longline spacing (1–10 m) and background currents (one-directional currents; two-directional currents with a 1:1 distribution of directions; and two-way currents with a 3:1 distribution of directions).
2. Environmental factors and farm configuration: These simulations are forced by the Lysefjord dataset and demonstrate how the growth of mussels responds to changes in farm configuration (longline spacing, reduced farm length, reduced stocking density at longlines) and environmental factors (chl $\alpha$ concentration and current velocity).
3. Growth simulations on realistic ranges of environmental forcing data: These simulations demonstrate the growth response in mussels within the ranges of chl $\alpha$ and currents in the Hardangerfjord (HIGH and LOW) at different longline spacing alternatives.
4. Optimising farm configuration based on multiple criteria: These simulations demonstrate how the model can be used to optimise the configuration of farm length, longline spacing and stocking density in order to maximise farm biomass and at the same time satisfying the criteria for mussel lengths (>28 mm), flesh weight (>0.45 g WW) and spatial flesh weight variability (<10% standard deviation divided by mean flesh weight) inside the farm. The simulations are based on the datasets Hardanger HIGH and Hardanger LOW.

2.4. Depletion Index

The model was used to derive a Depletion Index and to compare performance of different mussel farms and configurations in different environmental conditions. Guyondet et al. (2005) refer to the definition of depletion by Dame and Prins (1998), which is based on the comparison between three different time scales: phytoplankton turnover time ($TT$), bivalve clearance time ($CT$) and water renewal time ($RT$). $TT$ corresponds to the time taken for the phytoplankton to be renewed through primary production, which we neglected in our study. For instance a high ratio $CT/RT$, whilst $TT$ remains large, would result in a low depletion due to the fast renewal of water (small $RT$) compared to the capacity of bivalves to filter and remove particles (high $CT$). On the opposite, a large effect of bivalves on food concentration would result from a low $CT/RT$. Petersen et al. (2008) measured food concentrations (or a proxy using fluorescence or chl $\alpha$) at three different spatial scales and defined depletion ratio as the relative difference between values taken 20 to 30 m upstream of the raft and inside the raft (macro-scale), just in front of the leading edge of the raft (meso-scale), or between ropes (micro-scale). They also derived depletion rates from the slope of the linear regression between the concentration of chl $\alpha$ and the distance, on a log-scale, inside a raft. At a larger scale Simpson et al. (2007) also measured and simulated longitudinal profiles of chl $\alpha$ along a mussel bed, using a transport equation similar to the one we used in this study (completed with a primary production term) and, there again, the depletion was related to the differences between concentration inside and outside the area of interest.

In the following we will keep to the definition of the Depletion Index as:

$$ DI = \frac{RT}{CT} $$
Thus a high value of the index indicates a high level of depletion. In the Annex we show that there is some relation between this index, the rate of decrease in the farm area and the ratio between the concentrations at both edges of the farm.

We have reviewed several published studies where this index could be computed at the meso-scale defined by Petersen et al. (2008). Our objective was to compare different types of cultivation systems (rafts, longlines) with their own spatial dimensions, current speeds and bivalve densities, and assess in which cases depletion would occur (Table 2). Regarding our model, we integrated current velocity and mussel clearance rate over time and space in order to compute an average Depletion Index. We carried out these calculations for two contrasted scenarios based on distance between adjacent longlines equal to 1 and 10 m, and length of longlines equal to 300 m.

3. Results

3.1. Simulations 1: background current directions and longline spacing

The results from the simulations with standard farm parameters (Table 1) and the Lysefjord dataset is presented in Fig. 3, which shows the mean (over the simulation period) current speeds and chl a concentration and final mussel flesh mass at different longline positions. The vertical bars for the case with 3 m spacing between longlines show the temporal variability in currents and chl a concentrations over the simulation period.

For the case with one flow direction (Fig. 3, left column) current speeds, chl a concentrations and mussel growth follow decreasing gradients downstream of the current direction. Spacing between longlines has a strong impact on the steepness of these gradients and the longline positions where the flow reaches 50% of the inflow speed corresponds to approximately 250, 100 and 50 m for longline spacing distances of 10, 5 and 1 m, respectively. The chl a trajectories follow a similar pattern, but there seem to be an inflection point at about 3 m longline spacing. For spacing above 3 m the depletion is moderate whilst below the depletion escalates rapidly with decreasing spacing. At 10 m spacing the concentrations reaches about 80% of the inflow values at the downstream end of the farm (300 m), whilst at 5 m and 1 m spacing the concentrations reaches 50% of the inflow value at about 250 and 80 m, respectively. The spatial distribution of mussel flesh mass by the end of the simulation period reflects the chl a profiles.

For the case with symmetrically alternating current directions (Fig. 3, middle column) water flow distributions reach a minimum at the centre of the longline, but the difference between central and edge positions of the longlines is now less than in the one-directional case. The spatial chl a profile is different from currents. At longline spacing below 3 m the chl a minimum occurs at the centre of the longline, whilst for spacing above 3 m the situation is opposite with the chl a maximum at the centre of the longline. The spatial patterns of mussel flesh mass reflect the chl a concentrations except for the case with 3 m spacing, where mussel mass has a distinct maximum at the centre of the longline. The temporal variability (shown for the 3 m case) is at maximum at the edge positions, as expected due to the alternating current directions.

The simulation with non-symmetrically (3:1) alternating current directions is shown in the right column of Fig. 3. The spatial patterns and temporal variability are in-between the cases with one-directional and symmetrical currents. Final mussel flesh mass and temporal variability in chl a are plotted against the temporal mean chl a concentrations in Fig. 4 for the simulation with symmetrically alternating current directions. In general the final mussel flesh mass increases proportionally to mean chl a concentration except for the spatial positions where the mean chl a concentrations range between 0.5 and 0.8 mg m⁻³. Here the final mussel mass becomes less at positions with high temporal chl a variation (edge positions) compared with positions with low temporal chl a variation (middle positions). The reason for this is that the lower part of the chl a variability range enters the lower linear parts of the functional response curve (Eq. 4) where the feeding rate drops quickly towards zero, which thus pulls the mean feeding rate down at these longline positions.

3.2. Simulations 2: environmental factors and farm configuration

The simulation of mussel growth at different spacing between longlines at different combinations of farm length and stocking density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Current velocity (cm s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Section (m²)</th>
<th>Length (m)</th>
<th>Total filtration (m² d⁻¹)</th>
<th>Flow through the farm (m³ d⁻¹)</th>
<th>Depletion Index</th>
<th>Cultivation system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacher et al. (2003)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>12 960</td>
<td>4320</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>12 960</td>
<td>51 840</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacher and Black (2008)</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>83 5200</td>
<td>279 936 000</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyodet et al. (2010)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilditch et al. (2001)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>4320</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1555</td>
<td>4320</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plew et al. (2005)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td>2450</td>
<td>686 400</td>
<td>24575 616</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara and Mazzola (2004)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>242 611</td>
<td>1620000</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>620 006</td>
<td>1620000</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>862 618</td>
<td>8100000</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strohmeier et al. (2005)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>410 573</td>
<td>784 080</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strohmeier et al. (2008)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1 020 730</td>
<td>470 448</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>9305</td>
<td>1055</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>Longline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duarte et al. (2008)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26244</td>
<td>69984</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Raft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heasman et al. (1998)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>423 360</td>
<td>90 720</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>Raft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>423 360</td>
<td>268 531</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>Raft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karayucel and Karayucel (2000)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34668</td>
<td>359 424</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>Raft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petersen et al. (2008)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19 440</td>
<td>25 920</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Raft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19 440</td>
<td>70 848</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>Raft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is displayed in the upper left panel of Fig. 5. The standard refers to the simulation with standard farm parameters and the Lysefjord forcing data. The graph shows mean flesh mass in the farm (lines) and spatial variability between line-positions (bars). For longline spacing below 6 m a reduction in farm length or stocking density result in increased mean flesh mass, whilst the effect is modest and decreasing at larger distances.

Fig. 3. Simulated water flow (upper row), chl a concentrations (mid row) and final mussel flesh mass (bottom row) for a setup with one-way current directions (left column), two-way symmetrical (1:1) current directions (mid column) and two-way skewed (3:1) current directions (right columns). The lines and markers represent simulations with 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 m spacing between longlines. Error bars represent variability at different longline positions during the simulation (only displayed for the 3 m spacing).

Fig. 4. Upper panel: Simulated wet flesh mass at the end of the simulation versus mean chl a concentration over the simulation period; Lower panel: Mean versus standard deviation of chl a concentration over the simulation period. Only data for the centre and edge positions of the longlines are presented.
spawning alternatives. The model is most sensitive to changes in farm length and results in a doubling of mussel mass at the shortest spacing alternatives. The spatial variability is largest at 1–6 m line spacing.

Farm biomass (lower left panel in Fig. 5) decreases with increasing longline spacing due to dilution of the stocking density. However, at short longline spacing (below 3–4 m) the increase in individual growth with increasing spacing compensates for the reduction in stocking density. Shorter farms also result in larger final biomass (kg m$^{-3}$) due to higher individual growth.

Simulation of mussel growth at different longline spacing and combinations of background chl a concentration and current speeds are displayed in the upper right panel of Fig. 5. The mussel growth is most sensitive to a doubling of chl a concentrations, whilst a doubling of background currents has moderate effects compared with the standard run. The farm biomass is shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 5 and the strong response to doubled chl a concentrations is due to increased individual growth.

3.3. Simulations 3: growth simulations on realistic ranges of environmental forcing data

Simulations of spatial mussel growth and farm biomass at different combinations of chl a concentrations, current speeds and line spacing are displayed in the left column of Fig. 6. The forcing data used are the Hardanger HIGH and Hardanger LOW.

Chl a concentration has the strongest impact on mussel growth and the HIGH concentration more than double the mussel growth compared to the LOW concentration. Background currents has less effect and the difference in mussel flesh mass between the HIGH and the LOW current dataset is about 30% at the maximum. Besides, the difference between the two current regimes diminishes as line spacing increases, whilst the differences caused by different background chl a concentrations remain, irrespectively of line spacing alternatives. The farm biomass reflects the changes in individual mussel mass under the different environmental regimes.

The right side panels in Fig. 6 displays simulated mussel growth and farm biomass based on the same environmental forcing data, but without the flow reduction function (i.e. friction is set to zero and only filtration by mussels can cause seston depletion). It clearly illustrates the impact from flow reduction on mussel growth at the shortest longline spacing alternatives (<6 m).

3.4. Simulations 4: optimising farm configuration based on multiple criteria

The results from the simulations of farm biomass at different farm configurations (length of longline, spacing between longlines and stocking density at the longline) and background concentrations of chl a are displayed in Fig. 7. The isoclines indicate how the density of farm biomass (kg m$^{-3}$) changes with different combinations of farm length (x-axis) and longline spacing (y-axis), whilst the shaded area indicates which combinations will result in an individual size and/or size variability that are not in compliance with the criteria. The general pattern is that biomass density (isoclines) changes inversely with farm length and spacing between longlines. The exception is when spacing distances are within the ranges where individual mussel mass increases with line spacing, and hence compensates for the biomass reduction from reduced stocking density in the farm (as explained in connection with Fig. 5).

The upper left diagram (Fig. 7) shows the case with high background chl a and low stocking density at the longline. For longlines below 120 m length the criteria are withheld for all line spacing alternatives, whilst above 120 m the corresponding longline spacing must be kept above the grey area to keep mussel size and size variability within the criteria (e.g. a farm of 600 m length must therefore keep line spacing above 5 m).

The upper right diagram shows the case with both low background chl a and low stocking density at the longline. Due to decreased individual growth the farm biomass density (isoclines) decreases to about half the level compared to the case with high background chl a. This is also reflected by the enlarged grey area which indicates more restriction on the combinations of longline spacing and line lengths which satisfies the criteria (e.g. 100 m line length requires line spacing >2 m, 350 m line length requires line spacing >10 m).

The lower left diagram shows the case with both high background chl a and high stocking density at the longline. Compared with the low stocking case (upper left diagram) the density of biomass (isoclines) is almost doubled due to the density of mussels. Higher density also

![Fig. 5](image-url) Simulated individual wet flesh mass (upper row) and farm biomass (lower row) in response to reduced farm length (150 m) and stocking density (500 ind m$^{-2}$) (left column) and increased background currents and chl a concentrations (right columns). The standard refers to standard farm configuration (Table 1) and environmental data from the Lysefjord. Results are displayed for different spacing of the longlines (x-axis): Lines represent mean values; bars represent deviation between longline positions.
reduces the individual growth which increases the restrictions of line length and spacing combinations (grey area) which satisfy the criteria (e.g. 100 m line length requires line spacing >2 m, 600 m line length requires line spacing >7 m).

The lower right diagram shows a case with low background chl a and high stocking density at the longline. The low individual growth resulting from the combination of low food and high stocking density puts strong restrictions (grey area) on the acceptable combinations of line length and spacing (e.g. 100 m line length requires line spacing >5 m, 250 m line length requires line spacing >10 m).

### 3.5. Depletion Index

Calculations show a wide range of Depletion Indices (Table 2). Values above or close to 1 are found for one case in Bacher et al. (2003) and Heasman et al. (1998), for one of the two cases in Heasman et al. (1998) and Strohmeier et al. (2008) and in this study (for a distance between longlines equal to 1 m). All these cases correspond to sites where current velocities are very low (a few cm s$^{-1}$) and concern rafts as well as longlines. On the opposite, the lowest Depletion Index are met in Guyondet et al. (2010), Pilditch et al. (2001), Plew et al. (2005) and Sara

---

**Fig. 6.** Simulated effects of background currents and chl a concentration on mussel flesh weight (upper row) and biomass concentration (lower row) for different long-line spacing (x-axis). The right panels show simulations without flow reduction (no friction, $F_k=0$). The flow and chl a regime represent the upper (HIGH) and lower (LOW) parts of the environmental ranges in Hardangerfjord.

**Fig. 7.** The isoclines show farm biomass (kg m$^{-3}$) at different farm lengths (x-axis) and spacing between longines (y-axis). The left and right panels display biomass at high and low background levels of chl a, respectively, whilst upper and lower panels display high and low stocking density, respectively. The grey area marks combinations of line spacing and farm length which are not in compliance with the criteria for mussel lengths (>28 mm), flesh weight (>0.45 g WW) and normalised spatial size variation (<10%).
and Mazzola (2004) where the density of mussels is low, or sites where current velocity is high (one case in Bacher and Black (2008) and Bacher et al. (2003)). In our study, the calculation has been applied to cases corresponding to Hardanger HIGH scenarios with low/high spacing between longlines and the contrast illustrates the inverse relationship between Depletion Index and growth. In the first case (spacing = 1 m), Depletion Index was equal to 4.3 and mussel growth was equal to 1 g (Fig. 7). In the second case (spacing = 10 m), Depletion Index was equal to 0.2 and mussel growth was equal to 1.6 g (Fig. 7).

4. Discussion

The results presented here demonstrate the importance of farm configuration in relation to environmental background conditions. The spacing between longlines is a key parameter for the performance of a longline farm with respect to total biomass production and individual mussel growth. Our results indicate that there exist a threshold value for line spacing below in which the effects of flow reduction and filtration escalate rapidly and result in strong reductions of individual mussel growth and increased growth variability at the longlines. Above the threshold the effect of line spacing has moderate influence on individual growth and it diminishes as spacing distance increases. The value of the spacing threshold depends on other factors like farm length and environmental conditions as seen in Fig. 5. The simulations based on the Lysefjord and Hardangerfjord data indicate a spacing threshold about 2–4 m (Figs. 5–6). The simulations with and without flow reduction showed clearly that flow reduction is the most important factor for growth reduction and growth variability when longline spacing is below the threshold, whilst beyond the threshold the background conditions becomes more dominating as the farm effects fade off.

The density of biomass in a farm is the product of individual mass and stocking density, but as illustrated in Figs. 5–6 the contribution from each of these components relies on the spacing between the longlines. The maximum density of biomass occurs at about 2–4 m spacing (optimum) depending on the simulation settings. Below optimum spacing the potential increase in biomass from higher mussel density is countered by the decrease in individual growth, whilst above optimum spacing the potential increase in farm biomass from increased individual growth is countered by the reduced mussel density.

The mussel farmer cannot rely on measures on farm biomass density only, since this may camouflage important qualitative aspects of the mussel stock, such as the size and condition of mussels and the spatial variability of these variables. The results presented in Fig. 7 demonstrate that many possible combinations of farm length and line spacing, which from a biomass density perspective looks fine, turns out to be unacceptable from the perspective of individual mussel quality. These results also demonstrate the benefits of including processes at the farm scale (population biomass, size variability) and at the individual scale (size, condition) in models aimed at planning and management of mussel farms. The model could potentially be integrate with bio-economic model like e.g. Ferreira et al. (2007) to bring in spatial aspects of mussel growth and quality into economic models for the maximisation of profits in farms.

The model for flow reduction (Aure et al., 2007) and seston depletion (Aure, unpublished) and the DEB model for mussels (Rosland et al., 2009) has been validated separately against field data, but currently we do not have access to suitable data to validate the coupled farm model presented here. Thus, in the following discussion we will attempt to compare general patterns predicted by the model with patterns observed in longline and raft systems as a preliminary “ground-truthing” of the model. However, a recently started project in St. Peters Bay in Canada aims to establish data that can be used for a more thorough validation of the coupled farm model.

4.1. Water flow and flow reduction

The interference between water and the physical structures of the farm (including the mussels) is one of the core processes in this model. The physical obstruction by farm structures can force the flow into new directions and reduce flow speed through friction. This model accounts for the frictional processes which lead to a reduction in flow speed and a loss of surplus water masses below the farm (Aure et al., 2007). Aure et al. (2007) suggested that mussel size and distance between the suspended mussel ropes on the long line are likely determinants for friction properties, and since the friction coefficient can only be empirically determined and substantially contribute to uncertainty, there is a need for quantifying the influence of main determinant factors for friction properties if modelling current speed reduction in mussel long-line farms is to be improved.

Flow reduction has been observed in longline farms (Plew et al., 2006; Strohmeier et al., 2005; Strohmeier et al., 2008) and the average flow patterns is characterised by weaker flow in the central part and stronger flow at the edge positions of the farm (Strohmeier et al., 2005; Strohmeier et al., 2008). An assumption of this model is that the background current direction is parallel to the longlines, which may be realistic with respect to mean currents, but a longline farm will also be exposed to non-parallel background currents which presumably could change the spatial flow distribution in the farm. However, observations from longline farms (Strohmeier et al., 2008) and mussel rafts (Boyd and Heasman, 1998) seem to indicate that background currents do align to the structures inside the farm.

Flow reduction has also been observed under mussel rafts (Blanco et al., 1996; Boyd and Heasman, 1998; Heasman et al., 1998; Petersen et al., 2008; Pilditch et al., 2001; Stevens et al., 2008), Heasman et al. (1998) also observed that higher density of ropes increases the flow reduction in the farm, which is in accordance with the formulation of friction in this model. Plew et al. (2006) argued that the flux of food particles in longline mussel farms is a function of spacing between mussel ropes and the spacing of the longlines. The internal geometric shape of the farm is also important and studies by Aure et al. (2007) and Pilditch et al. (2001) showed that alternations in the width to length ratio of farms can optimise the seston supply. The simulations presented here are in compliance with previous studies and the impacts from farm configuration are evident from the changes in mussel growth in Figs. 5–7.

Spatial distribution of flow inside and around farm structures is, however, complex and may also involve changes of current directions as well as local speedups of flow in or around farm structures (Stevens et al., 2008). Factors like stratification, which are not considered here, can influence the flow dynamics in and around farms (Plew et al., 2006). Dense populations of mussels are capable of pumping large amounts of water, which could potentially interfere with water flow at a smaller scale. However, studies by Plew et al. (2009) concluded that the drag from mussel feeding could be ignored compared to the drag effects caused by the farm structures.

Since water carries food particles to the mussels the strength and directions of flow inside a farm is expected to have a major influence on the individual growth and spatial growth distribution of mussels. Although this model only considers parallel (to the longlines) flow directions, the results presented in Fig. 3 clearly demonstrate how flow directions in combination with flow reduction influence the spatial size distribution of mussels in a farm.

4.2. Seston depletion and mussel growth

Flow reduction and filtration by the mussels reduce the food supply rate to downstream longline positions. Over time this will emerge as spatial differences in mussel size and condition factors in the farm. Seston depletion over shellfish beds and inside farms has been observed at different geographic scales. Studies of mussel raft systems (Karayucel
and Karayucel, 2000; Maar et al., 2008; Petersen et al., 2008) have shown that the food particle concentrations are significantly lower at the outlet or downstream areas of mussel rafts compared to the background levels. Studies of longline farms (Strohmeier et al., 2005; Strohmeier et al., 2007) showed a sharp decrease in downstream seston concentrations. Seston depletion has been demonstrated indirectly via growth studies like in Fuentes et al. (2000) who observed weaker mussel growth downstream farm positions. The large filtering capacity of shellfish has also been shown to affect seston concentrations at the scale of bays in systems with dense aggregations of shellfish (Dolmer, 2000; Grant et al., 2007; Simpson et al., 2007; Tweddle et al., 2005).

Heasman et al. (1998) observed that food depletion through rafts increased with decreasing spacing of the ropes and that a higher fraction of the mussels reached market size as rope spacing increased. This could be a result of improved flow (seston supply) and/or reduced filtration by mussels due to lower stocking densities. However, they also observed that the degree of seston depletion increased with the age (i.e. size) of mussels, which is more likely a result of higher filtration capacity amongst the mussels. Drapeau et al. (2006) also observed that growth variability increased with stocking densities in rafts.

These observed links between seston depletion and factors like farm configuration, mussel size and stocking density are in agreement with the mechanisms of our model, which describes filtration capacity as a function of mussel size. Thus the model accounts for temporal and spatial dynamics in the size structure of mussels in the farm, which represents a biological feedback mechanism that can enforce the spatial variability in mussel size and condition factor.

4.3. Other processes

The model presented here only accounts for the transport and consumption of external food particles and ignores recycling of faeces and pseudo-faeces inside the farm. Since the model apply filtration rate and not clearance rate in the calculation of food depletion the exclusion of pseudo-faeces recycling probably has minor effects. Faeces recycling on the other hand could potentially moderate the negative growth in the downstream locations of the farm, particularly in a low seston environment like the Norwegian fjords.

Reduced water flow reduces the ability to keep particles in suspension and sedimentation of larger particles could thus potentially increase the depletion gradient downstream. Increased sedimentation of organic particles due to mussel farms has been documented in several studies (Callier et al., 2006; Carlsson et al., 2009; Giles et al., 2006; Mallet et al., 2006; Mitchell, 2006) but the amount coming from mussels (faeces and pseudo-faeces) or from other particles has not been quantified. Such processes would also be sensitive to the different size spectrum of food particles, e.g. large and small algae species, which could turn out differently at different sites and at different periods of the growth season.

A model for optimisation of farming practices should also acknowledge economic factors, since economic yield is the ultimate goal in aquaculture. Including the cost of production efforts and maximising net economic gain of production would yield a different solution than a maximisation of biological production only. However, the predictions on spatial variability in mussel biometrics and condition are missing in farm scale models, like e.g. Ferreira et al. (2007), and could well be implemented to account for these effects on economic variables.

Our model only consider impacts from the surrounding environment on farm scale carrying capacity aspects, whilst its interactions with the environment may also include altered seston concentration and composition and nutrient cycling (Dowd, 2005; Jansen et al., 2011) which in turn may interact with adjacent farms downstream. This needs to be addressed when carrying capacity at ecosystem scale is considered and a next step could be to integrate the current farm model into ecosystem models to account for potential interactions between farms and environment at different spatial and temporal scales.

4.4. Depletion Index

The calculation of a Depletion Index reflects the observed or calculated decrease of food concentration inside the farm area for a wide range of documented studies and is a way to compare shellfish farm performance. For instance, Petersen et al. (2008) found a depletion of chl a inside the raft corresponding to ~80% of the outside concentration. They also calculated depletion rates from the measured profiles of concentration of chl a as a function of distance and obtained results from 0.03 to 0.39. Their observations were in accordance with levels of phytoplankton reduction of ~30% from mussel rafts in Spanish rías reported in other studies, which is sufficient to result in a Depletion Index ranging from low (~0.30) to medium (~0.75). Plew et al. (2005) explained the low depletion pattern in their study by the low value of the clearance rate compared to the estimated flow rate through the farm. Sara and Mazzola (2004) found that the current velocity is a limiting factor on one site only and would not permit further development of bivalve cultivation, which results in a Depletion Index close to 0.4 when calculated for one farm configuration. On the other studied site, they concluded that the hydrodynamics and the available food would not limit the expansion of bivalve culture due to sufficient water flow and the Depletion Index was smaller than in the first case. A Depletion Index around 0.4 or higher is an indicator of shellfish farms with a potential depletion effect.

Depletion clearly results from a combination of factors — e.g. farm size, bivalve density, and current velocity. Therefore, within the same environmental conditions, the dimension of the farm would yield a more or less pronounced depletion, which is clearly visible in our comparative analysis. For instance Pillditch et al. (2001) predicted a reduction in seston concentration less than 5% within the actual lease size and showed that expanding the lease would reduce the seston concentration in the centre of the lease by 20–50%, hence emphasising the importance of optimising farm dimensions. They also emphasised the need to better understand whether the reduction of food would affect the growth of cultivated bivalves. It is very clear for our coupled model that this not always the case, since the background concentration may be high enough to sustain growth even if the concentration is reduced inside the farm. An additional criterion would therefore be the ratio $S/S_p$ (where $S_p$ is the half-saturation coefficient used in the DEB model) which reveals the potential limitation of food concentration on growth. This is demonstrated by our simulations with different environment scenarios where mussel growth is limited by a combination of high food depletion and low food concentration corresponding to $S/S_p$ ratios below 0.5 (Table 2).

By construction, the Depletion Index is very sensitive to low or high values of $CT$ and $RT$. $CT$ and $RT$ are most often roughly estimated since environmental conditions, current velocity and filtration by mussels vary over time. Depletion Index is therefore useful to contrast farm systems and a lot of confidence can be gained from the use of simulation models.

4.5. Potential as a management tool

Some of the challenges in shellfish management concerns finding suitable areas for production with respect to production carrying capacity. In this context this model can provide guidance to questions at the farm scale, such as biomass production potential and geometric dimensions of the farm at potential sites, or simply if a site should be abandoned because of too low background productivity. These questions are of interest for governmental agencies concerned with coastal zone planning an efficient use of coastal areas. The model is...
planned implemented as a module in a GIS based decision support tool (AKVAVIS, www.akvavis.no) for interactive assessment of site suitability for mussel aquaculture in coastal areas.

Secondly, the model provides information about growth processes at the individual scale, such as size and condition of the mussels, and how these may be influenced by decisions at the farm scale, such as farm geometry, longline spacing and stocking density in the farm (as illustrated in Fig. 7). This is a unique aspect of the present model and this type of information is highly relevant for the farmer who is interested in optimising farm configuration to achieve the best compromise between total mussel biomass production and quality of individual mussels. However, as discussed above the model ignores other important aspects of aquaculture management like e.g. economy of farming and interactions between farms and environments. It is tempting to think along the lines of integrated and comprehensive models that enable dynamic linkages of processes at different scales, but complex models are also more demanding to operate and their predictions are usually associated with large uncertainties. Thus, future research should explore the paths of more complex model systems in parallel with simpler narrowly focused models for easy application for non-expert users.
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Annex

A.1. The model for flow reduction and seston depletion

The concept of this model is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the physical properties are identical along the longline corridors, that water flows parallel to the longlines, and that the friction with farm structures gradually reduces the current speeds downstream of the farm. The friction force is a function of the geometric shape of the segment, the current speed, calculated according the Chezy formula (Aure et al., 2007; Streeter, 1961) given by the equation:

\[ Fr = -\rho f_k K_c B_l v^2 \]

where \( \rho \) is the density of seawater, \( f_k \) is the frictional constant, \( K_c \) the boundary of the channel that faces the water (\( K_c = 2B_l \)), and \( v \) is the current velocity.

We use the classical Navier–Stokes equation for the conservation of momentum:

\[ m \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} + m \cdot v \cdot \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} = Fr \]

where \( x \) is the distance along the longline direction, and \( m \) the mass of an elementary water element (\( \rho B_l B_w \)). We assume that the fluid is in steady state (i.e. the velocity field does not change over time), which yields:

\[ m \cdot v \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} = Fr \]

which can be rewritten as:

\[ \frac{dv}{dx} = -\frac{2 \cdot f_k}{B_w} \cdot v \]  

\[(i)\]

The solution is therefore:

\[ v = v_1 \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{2 \cdot f_k}{B_w} \cdot x\right) \]

or

\[ v = v_1 \cdot \exp(-\delta \cdot x) \]  

\[(ii)\]

with:

\[ \delta = \frac{2 \cdot f_k}{B_w} \]

and \( v_1 \) is the background velocity.

A similar differential equation can be proposed to describe the seston profile along the longline. Following Bacher et al. (2003) we can write:

\[ \frac{\partial S}{\partial t} + v \cdot \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} = -C_t \cdot S \]

where \( C_t \) (\( d^{-1} \)) is the total clearance rate, equal to the product of individual clearance rate \( C_i \) (\( m^2 d^{-1} \) ind \(^{-1} \)) by the density of mussels \( M \) (ind \( m^{-2} \)). At steady state (\( v \) is given by Eq. (ii)), concentration \( S \) is equal to:

\[ v \cdot \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} = -C_t \cdot S \]  

\[(iii)\]

The former equation can be solved easily in the case where the biomass of mussels is uniform within the farm. Using Eq. (ii) therefore yields:

\[ S = S_1 \cdot \exp\left(\frac{C_t}{v_1 \cdot \delta} \left(1 - \exp(-\delta \cdot x)\right)\right) \]

where \( S_1 \) is the background seston concentration. Note that if \( \delta \) is close to 0 (which would occur if friction is neglected or the distance between parallel longlines is large enough), the previous equation is equivalent to the classical depletion equation:

\[ S = S_1 \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{C_t}{v_1} \cdot x\right) \]

In practise, seston profile will affect mussel growth which, in turn, will make \( C_t \) vary within the farm (see the mussel growth model described in the Materials and methods section for the relation between mussel growth and filtration). The longline is divided in large boxes (e.g. \( B_l = 10 \) m), and Eqs. (i) and (iii) are solved numerically by considering the sequence of current velocities at the edge of the boxes (\( v_1, v_2, ..., v_{n+1} \)). For box \( n \), we consider the inflow \( v_n \), the outflow \( v_{n+1} \) and the average flow within the box \( \frac{v_n + v_{n+1}}{2} \). Eq. (1) is rewritten:

\[ \frac{v_{n+1} - v_n}{B_l} = -\frac{2 \cdot f_k}{B_w} \cdot \frac{v_n + v_{n+1}}{2} \]
which yields:

\[ v_{n+1} = v_n \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{f_k \cdot B_i}{B_w} \right)^n \]

and

\[ v_{n+1} = v_1 \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{f_k \cdot B_i}{B_w} \right)^n \]

We obtain the seston concentration from Eq. (iii) in a similar way:

\[ S_{n+1} = S_n \left( B_A (v_n + v_{n+1}) - F_n \right) / \left( B_A (v_n + v_{n+1}) + F_n \right) \]  

Here \( F_n \) (m³ d⁻¹) is the product of the individual clearance rate \( C_r \) (m³ d⁻¹ ind⁻¹) by the volume of the box \( (B_i B_h B_w) \) and the density \( M \) (ind m⁻³) of mussels in the box, and \( B_A \) is the area delimited by the distance between the longlines (box width) and the depth or the vertical ropes (box height). \( C_r \) depends on mussel weight and is derived from the food ingestion rate \( \bar{p}_n \) (J d⁻¹) which is detailed in the Materials and methods section.

A.2. Calculation of food depletion

Using the former equations for flow reduction and seston depletion we calculated concentration profiles for two cases: 1) with and 2) without flow reduction and we used the parameters given in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter name</th>
<th>Parameter value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( v_1 ) (m s⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_w ) (m)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_r ) (s⁻¹)</td>
<td>2.33 × 10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_k )</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison presented in the following figure clearly shows that depletion is enhanced by flow reduction.

A.3. Calculation of depletion index

By defining the Depletion Index as the ratio between the renewal time \( RT \) and the clearance time \( CT \) we can write:

\[ DI = \frac{RT}{CT} \]

\[ CT = \frac{V}{CR} \]

where \( V \) is the volume of water in the farm and \( CR \) (m³ d⁻¹) is the total clearance rate by all the mussels in the farm, \( FR \) (m³ d⁻¹) is the flow of water through the farm. Now we have

\[ FR = v \cdot A \]

\[ CR = C_r \cdot M \cdot V = C_r \cdot V \]

with \( V = A \cdot L \), where \( A \) is the cross section and \( L \) the farm length.

We finally get:

\[ DI = \frac{RT}{CT} = \frac{CR}{FR} = \frac{C_r L}{V} \]

In the simple case where there is no current reduction the Depletion Index is equal to:

\[ DI = \log \left( \frac{S_1}{S_0} \right) \]

where \( S_0 \) is the food concentration at the entrance and \( S_1 \) the food concentration at the exit of the farm (Petersen et al., 2008).
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